DECEMBER 1, 2004
7:30 PM
Brechemin Auditorium

PROGRAM

CD # 14,754

1. Comments, Marc Seals
   4 + 4 =

2. Twilight .................................................. Lee Redfield
   6:18

3. 350 Metric Tons ........................................ Lee Redfield
   7:51


5. Hora Decubitus ........................................... Charles Mingus (arr. Lee Redfield)

   Matt Shav, Bass
   Chris Iccasano, Drums
   Charles Thompson, Guitar
   Jimmy Cho, Piano

   Matt Wenman, Alto & Baritone Saxophones
   Emma Yantis, Trombone

   Andrew Swanson, Tenor Saxophone
   Lee Redfield, Tenor Saxophone, Composer, Arranger

WECKLAGE

CD # 14,754

5. Comments, Seales

6. Dici Venti ................................................. Mat Montgomery
   6:48

7. Scott Made Me ........................................... Tarik Abouzied
   6:46

8. Sabba ..................................................... Mat Montgomery
   7:22

9. The End of Time ......................................... Yasonuri Matsuda
   7:35

10. Boomtown .................................................. Jimmy Haslip & Russell Ferrante
    5:03

   Gwen Bayly, Saxophones
   Aaron Jenkins, Tenor Saxophone
   Mat Montgomery, Trumpet
   Orlando Morales, Piano
   Luke Bergman, Bass
   Tarik Abouzied, Drums

...CONTINUED
MILES BEYOND

1. Comments, Seales ......................................................... Clay Jenkins
2. Kalahari ............................................................... 9:11
3. 47 Ways ............................................................... 7:45
4. Miles Beyond ......................................................... 9:18
5. Juju ................................................................. 5:47
6. In Case You Haven't Heard ........................................ 9:16
7. Flight ................................................................. 8:11

CINEMATIC ORCHESTRA

Scott Morning, Trumpet & Flugelhorn
Adam Gross, Drums
Birch Pereira, Bass
Chris Campbell, Piano
Art Brown, Alto Saxophone
Jon Armstrong, Tenor Saxophone